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QUESTION 1
Which of the following approaches focuses on cooperative rather than adversarial
relationships with suppliers?
A. single sourcing
B. cross-functional teams
C. supply base management
D. supplier partnerships
Answer: D
QUESTION 2
Which of the following BEST defines negotiations?
A. reaching an agreement through discussion
B. maximizing one's position over one's opponent
C. reaching an agreement through competitive bidding
D. ensuring that the terms and conditions of a contract are met
Answer: A
QUESTION 3
In a situation where the purchasing and production departments share
responsibility for product fabrication, lead time for delivery of material, work
schedules, and selection of sources of supply. Which responsibilities would be
allocated to the production department? (Choose two.)
A. product fabrication
B. lead time for delivery of material
C. work schedules
D. selection of sources of supply
Answer: A, C
QUESTION 4
When developing a new product with a supplier, which of the following documents
protects a company from information leaks?
A. Copyright
B. Patent
C. Supplier partnership
D. Confidentiality agreement
Answer: D
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QUESTION 5
You work as a buyer at Certkiller .com. You are curious about the disadvantaged
ownership of one of the companies that supply materials for Certkiller .com. When, if
ever, can you ask the supplier for this information?
A. At any time
B. Only when the buyer is purposefully seeking a minority supplier
C. Only when authorized by the courts
D. At no time
Answer: A
QUESTION 6
If a purchasing manager is represented by buying an organization in a meeting with
a governmental body. The manager could possibly embark in the following:
A. explaining the organization's new MRP system
B. promoting the business to other participants
C. negotiating for the buying organization
D. discussing the advantages and disadvantages of various types of contractual
arrangements
Answer: C
QUESTION 7
Which of the following procedures for dealing with businesses that have social or
economical disadvantages, if a purchasing manager considers: (Choose all that
apply)
A. That the staff of such businesses may have had limited exposure to technical contract
language
B. That exceptions may be needed to accommodate faster payment of invoices from such
businesses
C. That goods or services of lower than usual quality may be accepted from such
businesses
D. That such businesses may need information on the bidding process
Answer: A, C, D
QUESTION 8
Choose two of the following options that are usually amongst the functions of the
material manager of? (Choose two)
A. Stores and receiving
B. Quality control
C. Traffic management
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D. Accounts payable
Answer: A, C
QUESTION 9
With regard to decision-making capability of cross-functional sourcing teams which
of the following is TRUE?
A. Better decisions than individuals.
B. Quick decisions than individuals.
C. Requiring the input of suppliers.
D. Poor substitute for individual decisions.
Answer: A
QUESTION 10
Which software type is BEST applicable when using in the analysis of a competitive
bid?
A. Application
B. Interface
C. Scientific
D. Operating system
Answer: A
QUESTION 11
You work as a buyer at Certkiller .com. A piece of capital equipment is designed and
specified so as to force the purchasing department into a sole supplier situation. You
still want to affect the procurement process. Which of the following support items
from the sole supplier would you negotiate? (Choose all that apply)
A. Technical documentation, including data sheets, performance specs, maintenance and
operating manuals, supplier-furnished training programs, and full supplier documentation
B. The initial provisioning of high-risk spare parts for start-up and a one-year period
thereafter
C. A promise to maintain equipment on an annual basis by the manufacturer or its
authorized service agent
D. A determination of whether equipment or services are taxable or tax-exempt
Answer: A, B, C
QUESTION 12
Which of the following phrases are used to refer to the receipt of a functional
acknowledgment after sending a purchase order via EDI?
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